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COLLEGE STATION, TX / ACCESSWIRE / May 17, 2021 / In a significant white paper, Enzolytics inc. (OTC PINK:ENZC) ( and Intel Corporation ( has published a
thought leadership collaboration. The white ...
Enzolytics Inc. and Intel Corporation Co-Author White Paper on Use of Artificial Intelligence for Social Good
Scott Bronson is Education Manager at the Dolan DNA Learning Center of Cold Spring ... difficult it is to find a consistent racial classification system that works for
everyone.
The Empirical Challenges of Racial Classification
See allHide authors and affiliations T cell receptor (TCR) antigen–specific recognition is essential for the adaptive immune system ... of deep learning algorithms to
learn complex patterns, a couple ...
A framework for highly multiplexed dextramer mapping and prediction of T cell receptor sequences to antigen specificity
One challenge of single cell RNA sequencing analysis is how to consistently identify cell subtypes and states across different datasets. Here the authors propose
the use of a reference single-cell ...
Interpretation of T cell states from single-cell transcriptomics data using reference atlases
9) This research has also begun to show how and why early, voluntary drug use can interact with environmental and genetic factors ... other types of motivational
learning, the greater the ...
Neurobiologic Advances from the Brain Disease Model of Addiction
The Department of Energy controls many 'black projects' that live outside of the limelight that is intrinsic to the DoD and the intel community.
The U.S. Government Hides Some Of Its Darkest Secrets At The Department Of Energy
The code-free deep learning approach that ... but obstruction of the ductal system. Non-obstructive azoospermia can be the consequence of a number of genetic or
environmental conditions including ...
A method for utilizing automated machine learning for histopathological classification of testis based on Johnsen scores
An effective approach to AI Ethics must reckon with bias, algorithmic discrimination, and privacy. These terms have a historical context that should be understood if we want to deploy AI ethically.
Statistical bias in context - AI didn't invent quantitative methods of bias
Scientists have made major advances in understanding and developing treatments for many cancers by identifying genetic mutations that drive the disease. Now a
team led by researchers at Weill Cornell ...
New mapping technique reveals epigenetic drivers of cancers
Implementing a fully digital workflow will allow this enhancement in diagnosis through computer-augmented diagnostic algorithms and decision-support systems ...
area and develop deep-learning models ...
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Objectives of The Warren Alpert Center
The pursuit of human metrics has a rich and fascinating history, dating back to the ancient Greeks, who viewed proportion itself as a physical projection of the
harmony of the universe. Idealized ...
Alphonse Bertillon and the troubling pursuit of human metrics
Researchers from Mosquito Alert (who belong to CEAB-CSIC, CREAF and UPF) together with researchers from the University of Budapest have shown that an
artificial intelligence algorithm is capable of ...
Artificial intelligence identifies the tiger mosquito from photos in the Mosquito Alert
David Smith, associate VP of virtual medicine at UMass Memorial Health Care, explained that the difference between predictive modeling and AI, or machine learning
... that an AI system would ...
How AI is being used for COVID-19 vaccine creation and distribution
It’s possible that South Africa was just the first country to find the variant because it was doing more genetic sequencing ... more than one variant classification
system might seem like ...
How virus variants get their confusing names—and how to make them better
GoldSpot Discoveries Corp. (TSXV: SPOT) (OTCQX: SPOFF) ("GoldSpot" or the "Company"), a leading technology services company leveraging machine learning to
transform the mineral discovery process, and ...
GoldSpot Discoveries and Sterling Metals Identify Numerous Targets on the Sail Pond Silver Project in Newfoundland, and Announce Drilling Program
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